PULITZER AMSTERDAM

Discover quintessential Dutch elegance in an intricate maze of 25 connecting Golden Age canal
houses. After a full renovation, completed in August 2016, this hidden neighborhood now features:
225 guest rooms & suites, tranquil inner gardens, meeting & event spaces, a garden café, a hotel bar
and a restaurant that serves simple yet beautifully crafted dishes. The Pulitzer is a unique blend of
up-market, traditional and modern Dutch craftsmanship hidden amongst the city’s iconic canals.
No two rooms or suites are the same, each balances Amsterdam’s rich past and contemporary
present in an eclectic mix of finishes, designs and elements which complement each room’s
individual charm. In this home away from home guests can enjoy the use of free wifi, a vintage
telephone and Le Labo amenities.
Pulitzer Amsterdam’s new restaurant, Jansz. is a quietly elegant neighborhood restaurant with an
easy-going Dutch attitude. The menu features beautifully crafted modern classics that respect the
simplicity of quality produce and ingredients. Pulitzer’s Bar is a classic hotel bar, with sumptuous
furnishings and a rich and intimate atmosphere. Sip on classic cocktails and the finest beverages
while enjoying views over the canals. Pause is a garden café in the heart of the tranquil gardens.
Recharge with an espresso brewed to perfection or plan for the day on the laid-back terrace.
The Pulitzer gardens occupy a surprising green oasis nestled at the center of the hotel. Away from
the hustle and bustle of the city, it is a tranquil hideaway to relax, work or socialize among seasonal
plants and playful sculptures. See the city by pounding the pavement or put your feet up and
discover Amsterdam in style as you cruise the iconic canals in Pulitzer’s classic hotel boat from 1909.
The hotel is located in one of Amsterdam’s chicest neighborhoods and in the heart of Amsterdam’s
historic city center, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The Museum District, The Anne Frank House, The
fashionable Nine Streets, the flower market and the Royal Palace are only a short distance away.
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